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Abstract
Light scattering is a useful diagnostic tool for characterization of particles. Direct scattering measurements for
arbitrarily shaped micro-scale particles is difﬁcult due to small-scale limitations. Microwave analogy is a convenient
approach to realize such measurements as it enables realization of analogous experiments with larger model particles in a
spectral domain where wavelengths are on centimeter scale. In the present study a test model analogous to light scattering
by a micro-scale aggregate of dielectric spheres was constructed and experimentally characterized in the microwave regime.
Measured amplitude and phase of the scattered ﬁeld were compared with theoretical predictions obtained from quasi-exact
multiple-scattering T-matrix method and discrete dipole approximation (DDA). Excellent agreement demonstrates the
validities of both the experiment and the models.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
For a long time now the interaction between electromagnetic waves and small solid aggregate-forming
particles (dust, ﬂakes, grains pollens, etc.) has generated a number of questions due to the complexity of the
problem. Despite considerable efforts and progress, the difﬁculty of the problem is underlined by the
comparatively small number and quality of quantitative experimental results.
The majority of experimental studies on such aggregates involves optical diagnostics. However, in order to
validate the theoretical modeling of these light–particle interactions, it is essential to have a precise knowledge
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of the geometry and constitution of the aggregates. Since the characteristic dimensions of such particles in the
optical domain is often of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of light, the particles are too small to
conveniently allow the fabrication of aggregates with precisely controlled geometries. Given these obstacles to
such studies, one practical solution is to simultaneously scale both the characteristic dimensions of the
aggregate and the wavelength of the incident radiation so that they are both on the centimeter scale. This
method was employed in the 1970s for determination of the radar equivalent surface of aeronautical vehicles
[1] and characterization of interplanetary dust grains [2].
In this work, we propose to use such techniques to study the interaction of electromagnetic waves with a
complex shape particle such as a small size aggregate of spheres. Indeed, micro-scale aggregates constitute a
class of particles, which are of interest in astrophysics (interstellar grains) and in mechanical and chemical
engineering (soot particles) to cite a few examples. In the particular case of combustion products such as soot,
characterization from optical diagnostics can permit a better understanding of their formation processes and
then enable proposals of methods to reduce their production and thereby limit pollution. In any case, nonintrusive or remote sensing optical techniques based on the measurement and analysis of light scattered by
these micro-sized particles are classically employed. However, to better understand the results of optical
measurements new methods using electromagnetic waves with much larger wavelengths and scaling allows
comparative studies to be carried out on model aggregates of considerably larger size. The characteristic
particle dimensions in the present study are on the centimeter scale. Gustafson and his co-workers [3–8]
employed a similar methodology. However, use was made of millimetric wavelengths (about 3 mm), which can
hinder a precise characterization and/or the fabrication of certain test aggregates. The utilization of lower
frequencies allows measurements to be carried out on rigorously controlled geometries.
On the other hand, a scattered ﬁeld is completely characterized by its intensity, polarization state and phase
and hence complete validation of electromagnetic scattering models necessitates experimental data on both
amplitude and phase of the scattered ﬁeld at two orthogonal polarization states. To the authors’ knowledge
such complete data was not previously published for dielectric agglomerates. Experimental data presented in
this study is expected to be useful for validation of scattering models in terms of all primary variables.
This article is presented in three distinct parts. In the ﬁrst part, the measurement apparatus and the model
aggregate employed here are presented. In the second part, two models are presented for calculating the light
scattered by the aggregate when subject to an incident electromagnetic ﬁeld. In the third part, model
predictions are compared with experimental results and conclusive remarks are made. Then, we present our
conclusions and future works.
1. Description of the model aggregate and the experimental apparatus.
This ﬁrst part presents the model dielectric aggregate and the microwave frequency experimental apparatus
used in this study.
1.1. Model aggregate
As pointed out in the introduction, the characteristic size of the test aggregate (Fig. 1) is linked to the
wavelength characterizing the incident electromagnetic wave so that the target (i.e. the aggregate) is of
comparable size. The wavelength of the incident radiation can vary between 1.7 cm (18 GHz) and 15 cm
(2 GHz). The apparatus making up the measurement chain determines this frequency range. The chosen
material is an optically transparent dielectric, which aids in optimizing the alignments of the experimental
conﬁguration thanks to the utilization of laser beam. At the present time, the precision of the target position is
inferior to 1 mm or in other words l=20 for the highest encountered frequencies which is the most extreme
case.
The global geometry of the aggregate is cubic. The aggregate is composed of a collection of 27 dielectric
spheres each having a diameter of D ¼ 15.9070.05 mm. The edge of a cube is therefore 47.7 mm long. The
spheres are composed of a PMMA (Altuglass, Fig. 2) with a relative permittivity of 2.5. This value was
measured with the aid of a device developed in our laboratory: EpsiMu [9].
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Fig. 1. Aggregate schematic.

Fig. 2. Photo of the test aggregate.

The wavelength utilized has to be compared to the dimension of an edge of the cube containing the 27
dielectric spheres. We choose then as a geometric parameter for comparison, kw where w ¼ 3  D represents
the edge of the cube, i.e. 47.7 mm. In this manner kw ¼ 2pw=l.
1.2. Experimental apparatus
The experimental system is composed of a collection of mechanical positioners set within an anechoic
chamber. Absorbers are HYFRAL APM66 and the reﬂectivity is less than –50 dB from 3 to 20 GHz. The
internal dimensions of the chamber are 14.50 m long, 6.50 m wide and 6.50 m high. The mechanical positioners
enable the emission and reception antennas follow circular trajectories centered on target to be analyzed. In
the present case, the target aggregate is positioned at the center of these circular trajectories with an expanded
polystyrene mast. The rigourous alignment of the target in the middle of the chamber is realised with a laser
beam. The distance between the origin and the antennas is 173.50 cm for the emitting antenna and 175 cm for
the receiving antenna.
The trajectories of the emission and reception antennas are contained in a horizontal plane passing through
the center of the spherical coordinate system describing the setup. Two incident ﬁeld directions are studied: a
‘‘face incidence’’ for which the propagation direction is perpendicular to one of the faces of the cube (case 01),
and an ‘‘edge incidence’’ for which the beam is oriented at an angle of 451 with respect to the normal (case 451)
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Furthermore, two incident ﬁeld polarizations are studied with respect to the bistatic
plane, i.e. the plane containing both the incident wave vector ki , and the scattered wave vector kr  k^r where r^
is the detector direction). ‘‘Vertical polarization’’ represents the case where electric ﬁeld is normal to the
bistatic plane, and ‘‘horizontal polarization’’ is used when the electric ﬁeld lies within the bistatic plane
(sometimes referred to as ‘‘parallel’’ to the bistatic plane).
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Fig. 3. Studied geometries.

Fig. 4. Geometric disposition of the two positions of the aggregate with respect to the incident ﬁeld. Case 01 on the left and Case 451 on
the right.

The experimental setup has already been described in the reference papers [10–11]. The electromagnetic
wave is emitted by a large band horn type antenna, designated as double ridged antenna linearly polarized
(ARA DRG 118A). The incident polarization is ﬁxed by the orientation of the emission antenna. The
reception antenna is oriented such that the principal polarization is measured. The domain of angular
detection covers 60–3001 with the direction of forward scattering being designated by 1801. The angular step
size is ﬁxed to 11. The microwave detection setup employs a vector network analyzer (HP8510C) working with
multiple sources and mixers displaced and brought to the level of the antennas in order to limit the
measurement uncertainties arising from the considerable length of the coaxial cables.
The measurement protocol, as described in Refs. [10–11], allows us to obtain both the amplitude and phase
of the electric ﬁeld scattered by the target (i.e. the aggregate). The scattered ﬁeld is obtained by vector
subtraction of the electromagnetic ﬁeld with and without the presence of the target. The ﬁrst of these two
measurements corresponds to the total ﬁeld measured with the target in place, which corresponds to a
superposition of the incident and scattered ﬁelds. The second measurement is simply that of the incident ﬁeld
measured with the target removed. Under these conditions, for each frequency, and for each angular position,
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the value of the complex diffracted ﬁeld is the result of the vector subtraction of incident ﬁeld (without the
target) from the total ﬁeld (with the target).
2. Theoretical calculations
2.1. Amplitude scattering matrix or S-matrix
We begin by deﬁning a scattering plane as the plane containing the incident wave vector and the direction
vector of the detector. If the incident ﬁeld can be approximated by a plane wave in the region of the target,
then it can be expressed as
Ei ¼ ðE 0==;i e^ ==;i þ E 0?;i e^ ?;i Þ expðikz  iotÞ
¼ E ==;i e^ ==;i þ E ?;i e^ ?;i ,

ð1Þ

where k  2p=l, E 0==;i ; E 0?;i are complex constants, and e^ ==;i and e^ ?;i are unit vectors which are, respectively,
parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane, and chosen so that ð^e==;i ; e^ ?;i ; k^ i Þ form a right-handed
coordinate system.
Denoting the detector direction k^ s , the far-ﬁeld limit of the scattered ﬁeld will have a spherical wave-type
behavior in the neighborhood of the detector
Es ﬃ ðE 0==;s e^ ==;s þ E 0?;s e^ ?;s Þ

expðikr  iotÞ
ikr

¼ ðE ==;s e^ ==;s þ E ?;s e^ ?;s Þ,

ð2Þ

where the – ik factor in the denominator is a (non-universal) historical convention. The complex amplitudes
E 0==;s and E 0==;s are functions of the detector angle, and the unit vectors ð^e==;s ; e^ ?;s ; k^ s Þ form a right-handed
coordinate system.
Adopting a coordinate system in which the k^ i direction deﬁnes the z^ axis, the expðiki  rÞ becomes simply
expðikzÞ, and the relationship between the E ==;s ; E ?;s and the incident ﬁeld components, E ==;i ; E ?;i can be
expressed via a 2  2 amplitude scattering matrix S [12]:
"
#
"
#"
#
E ==; s
E ==;i
expðikðr  zÞÞ S2 S 3
lim
¼
,
(3)
r!1 E ?; s
E ?;i
S4 S1
ikr
where r and z are the length of the detector arm and the emitter to target distance, respectively and are
equivalent in the present conﬁguration. Each of the four scattering matrix elements in (S1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ), are
functions of the ‘‘scattering angle’’ y, and the ‘‘azimuthal angle’’ f [12].
Amplitude and phase of the scattered ﬁeld, which are the parameters of interest, can be obtained from the
elements of the amplitude scattering matrix. Complex constants of the incident and scattered electric ﬁelds in
(1) and (2) can be represented in phasor notation as
E ==;i ¼ a==;i :expðid==;i Þ;

E ?;i ¼ a?;i :expðid?;i Þ,

(4)

E ==;s ¼ a==;s :expðid==;s Þ;

E ?;s ¼ a?;s :expðid?;s Þ.

(5)

Amplitude scattering matrix elements are complex numbers that can also be expressed in the form
Sn ¼ jS n j:eidn

n ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4:

(6)

The ratio of amplitude of scattered wave in the far ﬁeld to that of incident wave can be obtained by
substituting Eqs. (4–6) in Eq. (3) and rearranging:
M ==;== ¼
M ?;? ¼

a==;s jS2 j
,
¼
kr
a==;i

a?;s jS1 j
.
¼
kr
a?;i

(7)

(8)
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pi
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2
h
pi
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2
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(9)
(10)

2.2. T-Matrix calculations
When an object (aggregate) is composed of a number of components, one can obtain an essentially exact
solution to the scattering ﬁelds by coupling a multiple-scattering theory of ﬁnite clusters with the T-matrices of
the component objects [13–15]. When the components of the aggregate are spheres, the T-matrices of the
individual spheres have analytic expressions obtained through generalizations of Mie theory [16]. Although
any near or far-ﬁeld information can be obtained from the T-matrix formulation that we employ, we are
concerned herein only with far-ﬁeld applications.
The principal difﬁculties encountered in the past for such T-matrix treatments were in the formulation of
numerically reliable T-matrix computation schemes. Nowadays, numerical stability is no longer an obstacle
since it can be overcome in a variety of ways (stable recursive algorithms, fast iterative schemes, sparse matrix
inversions, etc.). In particular, numerical instabilities in the stable recursive RCTMA algorithm [13,14]
employed here (not to be confused with earlier unstable recursive algorithms [17]) have not been observed to
date [13–15,19–21]. The only other difﬁculty encountered is the necessity of generating the required special
functions in efﬁcient computer codes, but this problem has been successfully addressed in recent decades.
2.2.1. Extraction of the amplitude scattering matrix from the T-matrix
One requires the derivation of appropriate formulas in order to pass from the more complete scattering
information residing within a system T-matrix [13–15] to the more limited scattering information described by
^
the amplitude scattering matrix S. The comparison with experiment is facilitated by ﬁxing the x-axis
to be
^
some readily identiﬁable direction in the experimental setup (we chose the x-axis
to deﬁne the ‘‘vertical’’
direction in the experimental setup).
With the above coordinate system choices one can analytically calculate a set of incident ﬁeld coefﬁcients for
each of the possible polarizations a== and a? [14,15]:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a==;q;n;m ¼ inþ1 pð2n þ 1Þ½dm;1 eif  ðÞq dm;1 eif ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a?;q;n;m ¼ in pð2n þ 1Þ½dm;1 eif þ ðÞq dm;1 eif ,
ð11Þ
^
where 0pfpðp=2Þ is the azimuthal angle between the scattering plane and the x-axis
(for e.g. f ¼ p=2 for all
comparisons with experiments illustrated in this work).
The indices in Eq. (11) are associated with the fact that these coefﬁcients correspond to different types of
electromagnetic partial waves composing the incident ﬁeld. The n ¼ 1; . . . ; N max are a multipole index with
N max being a truncation parameter which usually determines the precision of the calculation to about the same
order as the Mie theory of a single spherical particle. In Eq. (11), we also remark an angular momentum
projection index m ¼ n; . . . ; n and a wave-type index q ¼ 1; 2 where q ¼ 1 designates waves generated from
magnetic ‘‘sources’’ and q ¼ 2 from electric sources [15,18]. The physical meaning of the indices can however
be ignored at this point, however, since the physics of the electromagnetic waves has already been addressed
when deriving Eqs. (3) and (11–14).
ðjÞ
The next step in calculating the S-matrix is to construct a set of scattering coefﬁcients f ðjÞ
==;p;n;m and f ?;p;n;m for
ðj;kÞ
,
each of the j ¼ 1; . . . ; N particles in the aggregate by matrix multiplication of the block matrices, tN
composing the full body-centered T-matrix, tN , and the incident coefﬁcients a//, a? given above [13–15]:
ðjÞ
¼
f ==;p;n;m

N X X
X
k¼1 q¼1;2 n;m

expðik^z  xk Þ½tðj;kÞ
N p;n;m;q;n;m a==;q;n;m

(12)
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and idem for the perpendicular polarization, ?. Once these calculations have been carried out, one can readily
calculate the S-matrix components from the following analytical formulae:
S1 ¼

N
X

expðiks  xj Þ

X

expðimfÞin

n;m

j¼1

ðjÞ
ðjÞ
m
½s̄m
n ðcos yÞf ?;1;n;m þ ūn ðcos yÞf ?;2;n;m ,

S4 ¼

N
X

expðiks  xj Þ

½s̄m
n ðcos
N
X

ðjÞ
yÞf ==;1;n;m

ðjÞ
þ ūm
n ðcos yÞf ==;2;n;m ,

expðiks  xj Þ

ðjÞ
½ūm
n ðcos yÞf ==;1;n;m
N
X

X

expðimfÞinþ1

n;m

j¼1

S3 ¼ 

expðimfÞin

n;m

j¼1

S2 ¼ 

X

ðjÞ
þ s̄m
n ðcos yÞf ==;2;n;m ,

expðiks  xj Þ

j¼1

X

expðimfÞinþ1

n;m

ðjÞ
ðjÞ
m
½ūm
ð13Þ
n ðcos yÞf ?;1;n;m þ s̄n ðcos yÞf ?;2;n;m ,


m
where ks ¼ o=c k^ s . The cos y-dependent functions, ūm
n and s̄n , in Eq. (13) are obtained from the associated
Legendre functions:

im m
P ðcos yÞ,
sin y n
d m
s̄m
P ðcos yÞ,
n ðcos yÞ  gnm
dy n


ð2n þ 1Þðn  mÞ! 1=2
.
gnm 
4pnðn þ 1Þðn þ mÞ!

ūm
n ðcos yÞ  gnm

ð14Þ

2.3. Discrete Dipole Approximation
Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) is a well-established approach for estimation of scattering and
absorption of electromagnetic radiation by arbitrarily shaped particles of size comparable to incident
wavelength. This approach is categorized as one of the volume-integral equation methods for numerical
modeling of electromagnetic scattering [22]. Pioneered by Purcell and Pennypacker [23], DDA has been
improved to its present state mostly by Draine and Flatau [24,25]. The approximation is based on replacement
of a continuum real scatterer by a ﬁnite array of interacting discrete dipoles positioned at the sites of a lattice
such that the lattice spacing is small compared to wavelength. The oscillating polarizations (dipole moments)
induced on each dipole due to the incident wave and the electric ﬁelds of the other oscillating dipoles in the
system can be expressed by linear relations depending on polarizability of the dipole, incident electric ﬁeld,
positions and polarizations of other dipoles. The resulting system of 3N coupled linear equations, N being the
total number of dipoles, represents a discrete analog of the integral equation that governs the scattering
problem. Once the system of complex linear equations is solved for polarizations, the scattered electric ﬁelds at
desired scattering planes and directions can be readily evaluated. The associated formulations for evaluation
of polarizations, forward scattering amplitude matrix elements, amplitude scattering matrix elements,
absorption emission and scattering cross sections were extensively documented previously [24].
Publicly available DDSCAT code [26] developed by Draine and Flatau provides a ﬂexible means for
application of DDA methodology. The code was previously developed and validated for estimation of
scattering and absorption by irregular targets in terms of radiative properties such as scattering and
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absorption cross sections, some of the 4  4 scattering matrix elements, etc. ([27] and references cited therein)
which are parameters that characterize polarization state and intensity of the scattered ﬁeld and are eventually
related to the magnitudes of the amplitude scattering matrix elements. However, for prediction of phase, some
modiﬁcations related to the position of dipoles with respect to origin of the scattering plane needs to be
incorporated into the most recent code (v.6.1) so that the arguments of the complex scattering matrix elements
can be predicted correctly. Details of prediction of amplitude and phase of the scattered ﬁeld by using
DDSCAT can be found in [28] where the accuracy of the modiﬁed code was demonstrated on single sphere
targets of various sizes and materials by validating both the magnitudes and phases of the predicted complex
amplitude scattering matrix elements against Mie theory solutions.
The target of 27-sphere cubic agglomerate under consideration was framed in a 48  48  48 cubic lattice in
which the number of occupied lattice sites amount to 56781 dipoles. This discretization with jmjkd ¼ 0:27 for
8 GHz case and jmjkd ¼ 0:47 for 14 GHz case was checked to satisfy the applicability criterion of DDSCAT,
reported as jmjkdo0.5, where m represents the complex index of refraction and d stands for the lattice spacing
[26,27]. DDSCAT code modiﬁed for phase computations [28] was run by using the target shape module for
multisphere targets (NSPHER), generalized prime factor algorithm for fast Fourier transform (GPFAFT),
preconditioned biconjugate gradient method with stabilization (PBCGST) for iterative solution of the system
of complex linear equations and corrected lattice dispersion relation by Gutkowitcz–Krusin and Draine
(GKDLDR) for determination of dipole polarizabilities. Error tolerance used in conjugate gradients method
was 105. Resulting amplitude scattering matrix elements were substituted in Eqs. (6–10) to obtain amplitude
and phase of scattered ﬁeld relative to the incident ﬁeld.

3. Results, comparison between theory and experiment
Due to the large volume of experimental data gathered from our test aggregate composed of 27 spheres in a
cubic arrangement, we choose two representative frequencies and compare the results: 8 GHz (l ¼ 3.75 cm)
and 14 GHz (l ¼ 2.14 cm). We have then two values for the kw parameter, w ¼ 3  D indicative of aggregates
whose total size are far from being small with respect to the wavelength:
For f ¼ 8 GHz; l ¼ 3:75 cm ! kw ¼ 8,

For f ¼ 14 GHz; l ¼ 2:14 cm ! kw ¼ 14.
In order to compare results between theory and experiment, a normalization is performed. For the amplitudes,
we simply normalize with respect to the scattering maximum of forward scattering. The phase is similarly
normalized by taking forward scattering to deﬁne the origin of the phase shift.
Comparison between experimental and theoretical results for the cases of polarization parallel and
perpendicular to the scattering plane when the incident wave vector was normal to the face of an
aggregate (case 01) are illustrated in Figs. 5a–d. Analogous results obtained for an incident wave vector
oriented along an edge of the cube are grouped in Figs. 6a–d. In both ﬁgures, the experimental results are
embodied by a solid black curve. The theoretical results generated by the multiple scattering T-matrix method
are represented by a solid gray curve. Finally, the results obtained from the DDSCAT method are illustrated
by using black crosses. As can be seen from the ﬁgures, theoretical and experimental results are in excellent
agreement.
We observe some slight differences in the phase curves at the two frequencies for the case of incidence on the
face of the target (case 01). This is apparently due to a slight misalignment of the target in the experimental
reference frame.
In view of the excellent agreements, we can now consider our experimental protocols to be validated as well
as our means for carrying out theoretical modeling via the T-matrix or DDA. Under these conditions, we are
currently planning the characterizations of more realistic aggregates containing larger number of particles in
more complex conﬁgurations where absorption is present.
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Fig. 5. (a) Case 01: polarisation //, 8 GHz; (b) Case 01: polarisation ?, 8 GHz (c) Case 01: polarisation //, 14 GHz; (d) Case 01: polarisation
?, 14 GHz.

4. Conclusions
Electromagnetic scattering of light by microscale aggregates of dielectric spheres has been investigated both
theoretically and experimentally. Magnitude and phase of scattered ﬁeld measured by microwave analogy
principle were compared with predictions of T-Matrix and DDA models. The originality of those
measurements is that both magnitude and phase are measured.
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Fig. 6. (a) Case 451: polarisation //, 8 GHz; (b) Case 451: polarisation ?, 8 GHz; (c) Case 451: polarisation //, 14 GHz; (d) Case 451:
polarisation ?, 14 GHz.

Excellent agreements between the model predictions and measurements reveal the validity of both the
experimental approach and the models for analysis of electromagnetic scattering in similar situation. The
experimental data presented here provide reference solutions against which light scattering models can
be tested for accurate prediction of both amplitude and phase of scattered ﬁelds.
As future work, it is planned to extend the analysis to chain-like aggregates of absorbing spheres.
Morphology and optical properties will be selected so as to be representative of soot particles produced by
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reactive media. The interest of this work, associating experimental measurements and different types of
theoretical modeling calculations on aggregates of spheres, should also manifest itself in the astrophysical
community for studies concerning interstellar dust. Indeed, some stellar dust grains are also assumed to have
the shape of aggregates.
Experimental data are available electronically on request to the corresponding author.
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